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1) Prior to the Activity 
 

A. Reserve the escape box rentals. The ideal number of players for each room is 
five or six. Eight players is the maximum number in a room so everyone stays 
active and involved. Two players in a room is doable, but a real challenge to 
escape within an hour. For example, for a youth group of 34, the right number is 
5 rooms. It is better to have extra space in a room than to be crowded in the 
room. 

 
B. Handout the activity flyer the Sunday prior to the activity (for youth night) 

 
C. Send out reminder to parents and youth via text/email. Build up the activity - they 

will enjoy it!  The player does not need to have knowledge of church history or 
doctrine. Everything a player needs to escape is in the room. Less-active 
youth/adults or non-members enjoy the game with the understanding that it is 
LDS themed. 

 
D. Prepare for a good time! 
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2)  Room Setup 
 

Those who set up the room can still play the game. There are two items that are 

“hidden” in the room and they will need to recuse themselves from finding those two 

items.  It works best to have a volunteer for each room to set up. For example, if there 

are 3 rooms, it is recommended to have at least 3 people set up the rooms.  It will take 

close to 30 minutes to set up a room properly.  If your activity starts at 7pm, start setup 

at 6:20pm to be ready to direct the players as they arrive. 

 

3)  Selecting the room(s) 
This aspect is more important than one might think.  

● If possible, select rooms that are near the other escape rooms. 

● Select room(s) that are of adequate size for the group. A small classroom is not 

the best location unless it is for a small group of 3 or 4. If there are more players 

than 5, a small classroom will get cramped, too warm and frustrating. It can make 

the difference between a good experience and a great experience. 

● The ideal space is a larger classroom such as YW room or even the nursery. 

● It is less than desirable to play the escape in an open area without an exit door 

such as the gym, foyer or stage. (And, of course, do not play the escape game in 

the chapel). 

● If the room has the tendency to get warm, bring a portable fan or open a window. 

A warm room can bring out agitation, sweat and smells. Think of a deacon or two 

moving around in a hot confined room for an hour! Make sure there is good air 

circulation for the optimum experience. 
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● The Relief Society room or primary room is preferred to a small classroom. Move 

all of the chairs to one half of the room and use painters tape to place a line to 

designate the game area where teams have no need to cross. 

● Splitting two rooms with a folding divider is not ideal. The groups can get loud 

and excited during the escape and they will hear the other through the divider. 

● For home play, a family room or game room works best. 

● Place a Room Placard on the outside of the classroom door or wall (such as 

“Mormon Breakout Room 1” or “Escape Room #1”) 
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4)  Setting up the room for game play 
● Remove all of the chairs out of the room - except for two chairs. 

● If it is not possible to move all of the chairs out, place them in a stack in a corner. 

Place “Not part of the game” placard on the chair stack. 

● Place a long folding table in the room. If a large table is not possible, then two 

smaller classroom tables will work.  

● The tables are used to place items on for the game and during the escape for 
solving puzzles and writing. The long tables provide adequate working space. 

● Place two chairs up the table - one on each side. 

 

● Place the “not part of game” placards on items that are not part of the game - 

such as a stack of chairs, file cabinet, extra door, closet, piano, nursery cabinet, 

toys, etc. 
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4. a)  Items on the table 

● Missionary email letter 

● Book of Mormon (with prophet bookmark) 

● Note pad - the pad is for taking notes and 

writing down codes or clues - should be 

blank 

● Pen or pencil 
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4.) b. Envelope with scripture 

● Place the envelope in the room above the table - such as in a light or taped to the 
ceiling 

● Needs to be within reach of players (with a chair) 

 

4.) c.  Locking Dictionary 

● Place dictionary with a hymnal and other church books on a bookshelf, heating 
unit, or on window sill. Place on the long table if no other options are available. 
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4.) d. Eraser and chalk 

● Place the erase on the chalkboard tray (with the #2 wood tile hidden in the 
eraser) 

   

● Chalk - write the following a similar message on the chalkboard. The chalkboard 
messages are not part of the escape - it just to adds a distraction in the room. Be 
creative. The messages on the chalkboard / whiteboard are optional - not 
required. 
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4.) e.  4 Prophets on the Wall 

● Place the four prophets on the wall in the following order: 
● John Taylor 
● David O. McKay 
● Wilford Woodruff 
● Lorenzo Snow 

● Use tape or putty 
● Place in a location that appears natural and that they are normally in the 

classroom 
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4.) f. Teal canvas bag 
● Place teal canvas bag somewhere on the floor within the room: in a corner, 

behind the door, or on a wall. 
 

 

4.) g. 72 hr. Kit 
● Place 72 hr. kit under the long table in the room as much hidden from view as 

possible. 
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4.) h. Jacket and Tie 
● Place suitcoat jacket on back of chair - there are many items in the jacket 

pockets. Be certain none of them fall out. 
● Place the tie over the jacket on the chair 

 

4.) i. Suitcase 
● Place suitcase along a wall or in a corner 
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4.) j. Door knob cover & lock 
● Place door knob cover over the ‘exit’ door. Make sure the lock is locked. For a 

door handle, slide over the handle. This is the final lock to escape the room. 

 
 

 
4.) k.  60 minute timer  

● Place the timer near the doorway or on the chalkboard tray 
 

 
 
Final setup items 
Remove rental box from escape room and place in unused room. 
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5.)  Welcome and instructions 
 
Welcome the players to a gathering location such as the RS room or gym (in a room 
that is not setup for an escape game). Start with welcome, prayer, song, 
announcements, etc. 
 

6.) Selecting and grouping teams 
 
Ideal: Form the teams to represent a good mix of ages, gender and escape room 
experience. It does help to place friends, new members or visitors on a team with 
someone they already know. 
 
Our best results have come from the following process: 

1. Write room numbers on pieces of paper and place in a hat (box or basket).  You 
will want about half the number of pieces of papers as players.  For example, if 
you have 5 escape rooms, write 1 through 5 on pieces of paper with repeating 4 
numbers for each room (20 pieces of paper).  

2. Ask the youth to group themselves in a small group of 1, 2 or 3 individuals.  
3. Ask the small group to pick a room number from the hat.  
4. Physically group the numbered teams together.  
5. The resulting teams are adjusted to fit into a room.  No more than 8 should be in 

a room.  
This method allows the team to experience the room with a close friend and also be 
placed in a room with someone they aren’t as familiar with.  It also helps to split up 
youth who have experienced an escape room before (not a significant advantage) 
 
Next best method:  random selection 
 
Does not work the best:  A few wards have chosen to split up the teams by class and 
quorum. The results do not work out so well for all the groups. The older groups usually 
perform well and enjoy the experience. The younger groups will struggle and get bored 
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before the hour is over. It is best with both genders in the room. YM and YW think 
differently and they learn to work well together. 
 
We encourage an extra room for the adult advisors and parents. It allows the advisors 
to experience the same escape room as the youth and compete against them. 
 

7.)  Orientation / Presentation 
After the teams have been grouped together, show the orientation presentation on a 
tablet, Ipad or laptop.  
 
Ideal: Connect to a large screen TV or projector to show the presentation. 
 
Ideal:  Ask a youth to present the presentation. It helps them develop presentation and 
leadership skills. They will need to prepare ahead of time. The youth can still participate 
in the escape game (there are no secrets within the intro). 
 
Next best:  Youth advisor can present the presentation 
 
Note:  Make sure it is emphasized that the items to take care of the items in the room. 
 
Instruct each group to select one or two smart phones to use to retrieve hints from the 
QR codes. Make sure the phone has a QR code app. 
 
Test the QR code while in the orientation room by using the “Test Me” QR code card. 
You will know if it works. 
 
The QR codes are placed on most puzzles and locked item. If the group gets stuck and 
wants a clue, scan the QR code on the item and a hint will get through. The team 
receives 3 free QR scans (hints).  Each hint after 3 hints adds another 3 mins. onto the 
escape time. 
 
The QR codes are the primary source for the hints. Ideally, there will not be a need to 
provide any other direction. The room puzzles are challenging. Even the best teams will 
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need a hint or two to escape within an hour. The players should not be hesitant to use a 
hint if they do not make progress after five minutes or more. 
 

8.)  Ready for the Escape Room 
● Walk each group to their escape room 
● Read/share the scenario to the group 
● Show them the 60 minute timer 
● Show the group the exit door with plastic knob cover and final 4 digit lock 
● Start the timer 

 
Ideal:  Start another timer such as on a phone so the monitor knows how much time is 
left the time left or as a backup if the room timer stops. 
 
It is not necessary for all of the group’s timers to start at exactly the same time. The 
rooms each have their own timer and groups can compare escape times at the end. 
 

9)  Monitoring the room 
 
Once the players are in their escape room and the play has started, an adult advisor or 
parent will monitor the room just in case the group gets stuck, the QR codes don’t work 
or something else unexpectedly goes wrong. 
 
There are several options available for monitoring the room: 
 
Ideally, each room has an adult monitor in the hall or nearby room with the Answer 
Sheet. The monitor will be available to the players in the event the players get stuck or 
need assistance.  It is possible to monitor two rooms at once, but is a challenge. If 
possible, the monitor is someone who has played the room before so they are familiar 
with the puzzles, hints and items.  The monitor waits in the hall or another nearby room. 
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The monitor should refrain from entering the escape room during play. Entering the 
room distracts the players and removes the intrigue of the players being “locked” in the 
room and trying to escape on their own.  Use other methods first to help the players. 
 
Text clues into the room - This works well. If the players are stuck and the QR codes do 
not work or don’t help, the group can text out a question or ask for a hint. The monitor 
will text the hint back into the room. A “rescue” phone call could work also. You can 
write the Mission President’s phone number on the chalkboard as your own - so they 
can call out for help. 
 
Monitor stands in the room - This method is used in a few “real” escape rooms, but not 
ideal, especially with youth escaping the room. Someone in the room with the answer 
sheet can be distracting and they will look to the adults leader for help instead of 
figuring out the puzzles themselves. With a monitor in the room, it removes a part of the 
intrigue of the escape and the “locked-in” feel. 
 
It is suggested that the monitor text in a hint and not the answer. A little nudge is usually 
all that is needed for the group to move through the code or puzzle. 
 
Options for watching the escape: 
 
If all works well, the QR codes will be sufficient to provide the necessary clues to the 
group. It is entertaining to watch the group attempt the escape. Below are options for 
watching the escape: 
 

1. Ipads/phones in each room - Use Facetime to watch and listen into the escape 
room. Set up the viewing Ipad in the corner of the escape room to view as much 
as the room as possible. The mic and sound is equally important so you can hear 
what is going on. An Ipad case works well so it is standing up and can view the 
room. Set up the receiving Ipad in a 'control room'. Place the control room Ipad 
on reverse camera mode so it displays the wall and not the viewer's face.  You 
can use that camera to show written clues that you can tape up on the wall for 
them to read. Place the control room Ipad on mute unless you are ready to 
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provide a clue. Speaking the clue or hint to the group works best. It is instant 
response and they don't have to read the written clue.  

2. Phones - You can also use phones with Facetime or Skype. The apps work if the 
phones have data plans that allow good streaming and also have strong 
coverage in the church building. 

 
Challenges with technology: 

● If the church’s wifi is weak then you won't be able to run multiple ipads.  It can be 
finicky to run multiple ipads all using FaceTime. 

● It is common for the church’s internet filter to block sites such as FaceTime. 
 
You can overcome these challenges by using phones or hot spots with Ipads. The hot 
spots work well for one or two pairs of Ipads. 
 

10)  Escaping the Room 
 
Welcome the winning teams with cheers as they exit the room. It is festive to have 
treats waiting for them to celebrate. It is common to take pictures of the teams after the 
escape effort with their time written on a board. 
 

11)  After the timer goes off 
 
When the 60 minute timer goes off, the unsuccessful group may want to try to finish.  If 
they are a few puzzles away, the monitor enters the room and congratulates them on 
the effort. It is helpful to walk them through the last few puzzles. Be sensitive to a team 
that doesn’t escape. They may feel inadequate or discouraged. You want it to be a 
positive experience for everyone - those who escape and the teams that do not. Only 
half of the team escape this room design. 
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12)  Room cleanup 
 
After the room escape, place all the items in the room into the rental box. It is not 
necessary to put the room back together or keep certain items in a certain order. Simply 
close up the boxes and fold up the items. It is helpful to keep the locks open and place 
in the empty 72 hour kit. Place smaller items in the zip lock bags. The Ramen noodles 
and empty food can can be thrown away (but keep the bubble wrap). It is critical not to 
mix items between rooms! It is very important that you keep all room sets in their own 
room and numbered rental box. 

 
Remember!  Most commonly forgotten items: 

● Eraser on chalkboard tray 
● Final door handle cover & lock 

 

13) Return all items within 18 Hours 
 
Once you have gathered up all of the rooms and placed back in the boxes, return 
everything to Tami at: 
1326 North 450 West  
Pleasant Grove, UT 84062 
 
It is likely that the rooms will be used again within the next few days so please set up a 
return time with Tami ASAP. 
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